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Introduction

Organizations empowered with timely cyber risk and defense knowledge are better positioned to
quantify and react to cyber threats. Surprisingly, many organizations are still not properly
prepared to respond to cyber events. Imagine if the collective knowledge and experience of
hundreds of organizations could be channeled to identify and combat sophisticated cyber threats.
CardSmart Technologies (CST) is working towards a best-in-class, cyber information sharing
platform. Project name CRiCKeT (Cyber Risk Collaboration & Knowledge Tool) is an intuitive
easy-to-use peer sharing service to help organizations better identify and appropriately respond
to cyber threats. CRiCKeT empowers organizations to improve their organization’s security
posture and smartly react to threat detection and cyber events.
Under this DHS SBIR Phase I project, CST has selected an effective collaborative/sharing
framework from which a platform design has begun to take shape. This will be formalized into a
system architecture and ultimately a service for government and/or commercial customers.
Effective sharing of current real world cyber security experiences will yield timely insight into
emerging threats and response tactics, security patch management, reduced attack surface area,
containment and remediation strategies. The knowledge base will include best practices shared
among like-minded organizations and proven playbooks for incident response. Playbooks will
guide an organization towards recovery following a cyber incident. Playbooks target specific
incidents with timely step-by-step details for detection, containment, and remediation.

2.
2.1

CRiCKeT Description and UI Design
High Level Component View

CRiCKeT is designed to function at
varying levels of sharing and
transparency. CRiCKeT can support
collaboration across a large segment
of the cyber community, fulfilling
searches through artifacts managed
in its expansive knowledge base
and connections to published cyber
repositories of threats and tactics.
CRiCKeT can also be utilized with
a more targeted audience as a tool
for working team efforts within a
single organization or select group.
The CRiCKeT architecture remains consistent no matter if the collaboration is intended to solve
challenges across the entire cyber community or to surgically remedy a very specific
vulnerability within a specific organization.
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Usability Focus

Ease of use is one of the primary objectives for CRiCKeT. Given that the success of CRiCKeT
will be dependent on the number and quality of collaborators, it must be user friendly and
extremely easy to sign up, construct searches and tickets, configure/run playbooks, and engage
other collaborators. The user experience must strike the right balance of technical complexity
and intuitive operation. Ultimately the UI could be configurable to match the level of expertise
for the current users. For example, a project
manager may interact with CRiCKeT very
differently than a deeply technical handson cyber expert.
The user interface
will be easy to read,
with contemporary
colors and styling.
Shown here are
renderings of
CRiCKeT on a
desktop PC and
different
generations of
iPhones.
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CRiCKeT Platform Basics

The CRiCKeT platform comprises an expansive knowledge base and powerful collaboration
tools. In tandem, knowledge and collaboration can solve many real world cyber challenges. The
entire cyber community becomes better informed and empowered with access to entire teams of
subject matter experts.

3.1

CRiCKeT Knowledge Base

The CRiCKeT knowledge base is accessed through an open search tool. Results found within the
CRiCKeT ecosystem are presented as a prioritized digest (not unlike Google search results) with
the most relevant results displayed
towards the top of the list. Results will Ransomware Example Scenario Employees are reporting that their
likely include: previous collaborations, laptop files have become unusable and an ominous message
appears on screen advising of how to make payment using bitcoin.
tickets (active and archived) for similar
A dreaded ransomware outbreak! Searching through the CRiCKeT
topics, relevant articles, and data
knowledge base, an IT specialist finds documented ransomware
discovered through trusted third party
attacks that share identical characteristics (wording of the blackmail
sources.
message, etc.). The CRiCKeT knowledge base also suggests a
containment strategy to prevent further infection and warns that a
similarly infected organization opted to pay the ransom, but as of
yet not received a working decryption key.

The value of a knowledge base can be
directly correlated to the quantity and
quality of information available.
One collaborating university researcher with experience in this
Connections to high quality data
sources translate to more knowledge in particular attack has uncovered a weakness in the cypher used that
may allow the decryption key to be derived from one of the DLLs
the knowledge base. One of the most
dropped by the ransomware. CRiCKeT has rewarded this researcher
important capabilities of CRiCKeT is
with a high reputation score for the value of his past contributions
integrating with other systems and
and favorable vetting. Based on this assurance, the firm proceeds to
resources. A significant number of
upload the offending DLL into a sandbox for the researcher to
cyber resources are under active
evaluate. CRiCKeT offers special “detonation sandboxes” for high
consideration. A strong mix would
risk (potentially infected) files to be safely studied.
include Federal Government
Success! The helpful researcher is able to extract a working
advisories, real time threat feeds,
decryption key. This learning is captured in CRiCKeT so that others
vulnerability and patching data, and
in the organization or community may benefit.
other repositories. Some of these third
party sources will have real time feeds or tools that can be made available to CRiCKeT
subscribers. Other sources may need to be actively mine for relevant and timely information
worthy of the CRiCKeT knowledge base. Each will be considered on its own merit. It will be
important to monitor the authenticity of the sources to be certain that false/misleading/fraudulent
data isn’t injected into CRiCKeTs knowledge supply chain. Other knowledge base features:





Built in 'Instant Article Suggestions' technology that suggests/scores relevant articles
Ratings system to help subscribers make sense from dozens of sources related to cyber
threats; what is real, what is accurate, what is actionable?
Optimized search engine; find and prioritize relevant, timely and focused information
Targeted best practices by industry; e.g., a large health care provider with a global AWS
presence has very different challenges than a small merchant using e-commerce tools
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Power of Collaboration

Increased participation will yield increase collaboration. CRiCKeT employs a number of
techniques to grow the number, quality, and engagement of the subscriber base. These include







3.3

SME vetting; resulting in
trusted legitimate
contributions
Rules of engagement are
prescribed by CRiCKeT
Meaningful discovery and
collaboration are rewarded
Contributed content may be
prioritized and/or curated
Subscriber community can
self-police through reputation
scores
Moderators are added for
further assurance

Tickets

Tickets are generated when there are missing or incomplete artifacts and/or when users need to
complete assignments. For example, a search of the CRiCKeT knowledge base comes up empty
with respect to mitigation strategies for a recent type of malware. A subscriber could create a
Ticket requesting information and assistance from the community. Another example might be
during a Playbook exercise where one of the digital forensic specialists needs the network team
to provide system logs. In these cases, a tasker ticket would be created to formalize the request.
CRiCKeT will lead subscribers through the ticket lifecycle management.
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CRiCKeT for Incident Response

4.1

Operational Setting

CRiCKeT is an ideal platform on which to orchestrate incident response. Teams can leverage the
collaboration strengths of CRiCKeT and still shield the organization and sensitive issues from
the outside world. This is made possible
Data Breach Example Scenario A large bank has notified a national
through CRiCKeT Playbooks. These
pharmacy chain of a disturbing trend of credit card numbers being
“recipes” are intended to guide
listed for sale on the dark web shortly after being used for purchase
organizations through unfamiliar
at one of the many pharmacy retail stores. A quick investigation
processes. Playbooks may cover a wide uncovers thousands of instances of these stolen credit card
range of issues from highly technical
numbers linked to pharmacy store purchases!
malware forensics, to containment and
The initial panic subsides as CRiCKeT recommends and customizes
remediation tactics, to crisis
a step-by-step incident response playbook. It is important that
management, leading to well-informed organizations and their IT departments organize quickly and
decision making. Organizations that
prioritize tasking to identify, contain and damage assess the breach.
adopt Playbooks will follow a measured Status and timelines are communicated with the proper teams
and coordinated response to cyber
throughout the organization. CRiCKeT orchestrates the information
events, and be able to move forward
flow and tasking among departments: legal, IT application/network
without the chaos that typically follows specialists, marketing, public affairs, c-suite, vendors, cloud hosting
provider, and others. The entire team is now working with the most
an IT breach or compromise. With
updated information regarding the timing and severity of the
Playbooks, internal stakeholders have
breach, as well as mitigation efforts underway.
visibility, direction, and most
The CRiCKeT knowledge base and collaboration platform offers
importantly, a ready-made incident
important clues as to what to investigate and in what order.
response plan.
Advanced search tools cross index network logs with all known and

The benefits of CRiCKeT playbooks
emerging threats. CRiCKeT is able to match this attack to previously
when applied to the data breach example seen compromises. The recipes to halt and contain the active
threats and roadmaps for resolution are made available.
scenario include:







CRiCKeT suggests a timeline for
pharmacy executives to track and perform an after action audit
Responsibilities and task guidance for each department
Technical steps for containment and remediation that sync with pharmacy systems
Potential liability for different types of spilled data (PII, credit card, health care data)
Proper reporting channels including the pharmacy’s cloud hosting agreement which
requires notification if hosted systems are compromised
Other legal requirements for disclosures/notification to authorities, customers, and insurers

4.2

Training, Practice and Prevention

In addition to running a live/active cyber event, all CRiCKeT Playbooks are designed to be run
as a table top exercise. For proactive organizations that plan and practice cyber events, CRiCKeT
is the perfect tool to facilitate incident response drills. These exercises are conducted in a table
top setting where stakeholders work through a simulated cyber event. This type of preparation
and practice will confirm that the organization has identified the right team, tools, and process.
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Running CRiCKeT Playbooks in this manner can help an organization practice, prevent, and
plan responses in a number of ways:






4.3

Orchestrate a response across multiple departments within a single organization (Legal,
Apps, Network, Customer Support, Vendors, Hosting, Public Relations)
Work the exercise alongside their own/existing incident response plan(s)
Review each action taken throughout the exercise; complete a readiness scorecard
Assign/align to actual people in the organization; review timing and team roles
Review and understand rules for compliance, disclosure, notification, etc,

Choice of Playbooks

While there are some publicly available Incident Response guidelines, these are too general to be
effective, particularly against increasingly sophisticated attacks. Instead of one-size-fits-all,
CRiCKeT playbooks are targeted responses that are built from (and for) collaboration.
In response to an actual cyber incident,
the choice of playbooks will depend on
whether services have been rendered
unavailable, data is lost, data is
suspected to have been stolen, etc.
Possible scenarios for which CRiCKeT
Playbooks are to be created include:
DDOS, data theft, ransomware, crypto
mining attack, compromise of web/social presence, Insider Threat, Spear Phishing, critical flaw
in Mobile App, etc. It is likely a Playbook will even need to be developed for the less specific
incident such as “not exactly sure what is happening to our servers, but something isn’t right”.
Each playbook incorporates the best thinking from similar past experiences. Many of these
lessons learned are compiled for other organizations that have previously wrestled with (nearly)
identical attacks. CRiCKeT will scrub any identifying or sensitive data from previously attacked
organizations, but the symptoms/diagnostics/remedies/lessons learned will remain intact.

4.4

Notifications

Alerts and notifications are an integral part of CRiCKeT. Subscribers will be able to customize
the types of updates to receive. Some CRiCKeT events that will trigger notifications include:






A ticket originator is notified when a verified expert contributes to an open discussion
A new vulnerability advisory matches to an item that the organization has listed on their
CRiCKeT Registered Asset List
Schedule updates as part of an actively running playbook
Collaboration invitation from like-minded organizations
A tasker ticket is received and is being worked
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Workflow

Regardless of the manner in which the playbook is run (under fire or drill practice), the actual
stakeholders and orchestrated sequence of steps should be carefully followed. The illustration
shows how many teams
could potentially be part
of a coordinated exercise.
A Playbook offers a step
by step response including
which stakeholders need
to complete which action
in which sequence.
Specific tasking may be
managed with Tickets and
notifications. Actions can
be recorded for team
scoring and auditing as
well as for feedback into
improving the Playbook.
Below is an example of
how a Playbook might be
executed at a high level:
1.
2.

Place need-to-know team members on alert; identify incident leadership team
Assess high level damage and implications; CRiCKeT can help DLP (Data Loss
Prevention) team make an accurate assessment
3. Determine if the threat is still active; CRiCKeT suggests containment tactics
4. Engage legal; understand disclosure requirements and related laws/regulations
5. Coordinate with corporate communications team; CRiCKeT Playbook includes a
script for advising various stakeholders
6. Remove threat; conduct forensics as needed; CRiCKeT knowledge base will help
7. Preserve logs and other forensic evidence; create VMs and backups; if unsure
how, check the knowledge base
8. Consider assistance from DHS/FBI/other government; depending on objectives
9. Other notifications (insurance, customers, employees, vendors); CRiCKeT guides
decision makers through important steps for media interaction, regulatory
compliance, cyber insurance, etc.
10. Dig into exactly what was stolen/lost/compromised
11. Remediate/patch; recover from backups; workflow is an essential part of
CRiCKeT Playbooks
12. Conduct after action exercises and reporting
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CRiCKeT Deployment and Growth Strategy

5.1

Deployment Strategy

The preferred cloud hosting for CRiCKeT is AWS (Amazon Web Services). The capacity and
performance afforded by AWS can scale the enterprise to thousands of simultaneous web and
mobile users. Very large organizations may prefer a dedicated hosting option or to install/run
CRiCKeT locally behind their corporate firewall. The on-premises deployment option may be
particularly appealing to organizations that intend to use CRiCKeT Playbooks.
Some government agencies may also prefer their own separate instance of CRiCKeT. When fully
deployed, a GOTS version of CRiCKeT will use Amazon GovCloud services that comply with
U.S. Government FedRAMP standards. Still other organizations may look for a hybrid model or
they need only to programmatically integrate to select features of CRiCKeT. These customers will
be able to consume CRiCKeT web services. Extending the number and availability of web services
(evolve to a microservice architecture) will yield numerous scaling and performance benefits.

5.2

Future Tools

As the CRiCKeT platform grows, a number of contemplated cyber tools may be added:








5.3

Forensics Kit – This CRiCKeT tool allows images of directories and files to be captured
for analysis and selective sharing
Detonation Sandbox – Quarantined area specifically to study and exercise malware
Bug Bounty – CRiCKeT infrastructure empowers smaller organizations to configure and
operate bug bounty programs
API – Suite of web services will expand CRiCKeT’s relevance and usability
Predictive models – Apply machine learning to forecast future risks by analyzing the
current threat landscape and trends
TTX in-a-box – For organizations that either don’t have the experience or the necessary
tooling to run a successful table top exercise; everything needed for practice sessions
Big Data – CRiCKeT data available in bulk to third parties; the nature and volume of this
data would be very appealing to cryptologists, threat hunters, insurers, and AI teams

Conclusions

CRiCKeT is architected to be equally effective in both large cyber
community and small organization/team settings. Shared access to an
expansive knowledge base will empower organizations to detect
threats and thwart attacks. By encouraging like-minded organizations to collaborate, the power
of many talents and resources becomes a force multiplier.
CRiCKeT provides battle-tested playbooks for internal organization exercises and collaborative
approach to a broad range of cyber events including incident response. Targeted playbooks
include experiences from previous scenarios, as well as orchestration tools.
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Video – www.YourCardSolution.com/cricket

About CardSmart Technologies

Since its founding in 1999, CardSmart Technologies, Inc. (CST) has served a wide variety of
customers in the public and private sectors, including many Federal agencies and the military
services. Information technology professional services include: identity management, access
control, biometrics, badging/credential solutions, incident response, cloud delivery, mobile apps
and an array of IoT solutions including asset tracking, emergency location, HVAC control, space
utilization, smart parking, geo-fencing, and other leading edge application.

CST has designed, developed and deployed global scale solutions for the Navy/USMC including
Perimeter Access Control, Food Service, CAC/PIV Verification, and Visitor Management. These
enterprise system securely integrate with DEERS, DFAS, BIMA, TWMS, ABIS, watch lists, and
other authoritative sources to securely manage millions of identities. A number of success stories
include the ensnarement of dangerous criminals and possible terrorists attempting to obtain
badges for access to DoD facilities.
www.YourCardSolution.com
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